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Fungi has the potential to transform cosmetics and skincare,
from bio-positive pigments to functional UV-blocking properties

and compostable packaging.
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Key takeaways

Jesse Adler, an MA Material Futures graduate from Central Saint Martins, and
Kate Marlow, a creative partner at agency Here Design, discuss their collaborative
work as part of Here’s Beautility showcase

Introduced at London Craft Week, Beautility rethinks materiality, seeking to
solve today’s challenges to anticipate tomorrow’s needs

Here, Adler and Marlow explain how pigments drawn from fungi could be used to
transform the sunscreen and colour cosmetics industry, offering a more
sustainable, renewable resource

Kate, we’d love you to begin by telling us about Here Design and its Beautility.

Kate Marlow: Beautility – meaning beautiful and useful – is the core of our philosophy at Here Design, whether we
are writing, strategising or designing. We have always been concerned with craft, but we want to talk about it in a
more purposeful way.

We work seasonally, and our spring season is centred on newness. For London Craft Week 2022, we picked
three Central Saint Martins students studying MA Material Futures to collaborate with. They were each closely
connected with nature and natural rhythms, and that was something we were researching as a studio for spring
season. We wanted to explore raw ideas and talent, connecting them to our network of influential clients and
brands to bring their ideas to life. As a result, we created a new conceptual show called Beautility.
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‘ Beautility – meaning beautiful and useful – is the core of our philosophy ’
— Kate Marlow, creative partner, Here Design

Tell us more about your project collaboration with Jesse Adler?

KM: We met Jesse in the winter of 2021, when she explained that she was a socio-biochemist. She was working
and experimenting with the world of fungi and extracting natural pigments of colour. We knew that you could apply
this thinking to anything, be it fashion, cosmetics or sportswear. For London Craft Week, we partnered Jesse with
Rejina Pyo, a fashion designer who is obsessed with colours and sustainability.

Jesse Adler: The project also came about because of my work as a chemist in the fashion industry. I noticed
Rejina had been struggling to get vivid, bright colours [from natural pigments]; at the same time, I had been thinking
about the scary story of the textile dye industry. Then, I watched the Fantastic Fungi film and saw all these
different colours and wondered how I could harness them. At a show at Central Saint Martins (CSM), I asked
visitors: ‘What kind of application would inspire you the most?’ Everybody said beauty and make-up, so I thought
‘let's go for it’.
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Why are fungi so interesting?

JA: In the world of biology, there are plants, humans (which are animals), and then there are fungi. We’ve come to
realise that humans share about 50% of our DNA with fungi. We both produce metabolites to live and survive.
Secondary metabolites are for environmental survival, so if fungus grows on a tree that’s exposed to UV, it
produces metabolites as pigments that, beyond aesthetics, offer UV protection. Beta-carotene, a well-known
pigment ingredient and additive antioxidant in the cosmetics and pharmaceutical industry, is produced by fungi.

How fungi will colour the future of cosmetics
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How did you produce the pigments?

JA: As the lab at CSM is a biology lab, and my work is chemistry, I did everything in my kitchen, garden and on my
balcony. I sought out accessible pigments that have been well studied. It was a bit like making tea or coffee –
mixing the fungi with a solvent (water) which results in a concentrated pigment in liquid. Some I kept in their solvent
state and some I solubilised in natural oils typically used in the cosmetics industry. I thought it would be better to
drop the oil into a cosmetics recipe, combining and stirring them until they became one substance. For my final
collection, I trialled this in lipsticks.

‘ If fungus grows on a tree that’s exposed to UV, it produces metabolites as
pigments that, beyond aesthetics, offer UV protection ’
— Jesse Adler, MA Material Futures graduate

Why is there a need for fungi alternatives in the cosmetics market?

JA: I’m fascinated by the beauty industry’s emphasis on clean beauty, as it’s entirely subjective. Each brand
comes out with its own definition and there is no centralised place that defines it. Clean beauty is often about
human health, which is great, but very few brands consider environmental health. Colour is also not considered
when it comes to clean beauty. Natural pigments don't perform well at a commercially viable rate in terms of output,
hue, vividness, stability and light fastness [compared to synthetic and mineral pigments]. So, most pigments come
from non-renewable sources. My hope is that conversations like this will start pushing people to include the
environment in their clean beauty lists.

KM: There’s a huge knowledge gap in the beauty industry. On the base level, you’ve got beauty brands exploring
mycelium (mushroom) packaging, suggesting they’re sustainably minded. But by October, they're selling beauty
advent calendars, and 90% of those tiny little plastic products will not be recycled. There isn’t a consolidated
approach [among brands to] align with each other and try to push things forward. Jesse offers a brilliant opportunity
for a brand to properly fund, search, test and make change for the future of beauty in a meaningful way.

Alchemical Mycology by Jesse Adler. Video produced by Mael Henaff, UK

Watch this video here

How fungi will colour the future of cosmetics
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Are there further opportunities for mycology in beauty?

KM: At her master’s showcase, Jesse had all her beauty cosmetics – she’d also done a couple of sunscreens. The
fungi’s UV protective property that Jesse was talking about, she had harnessed for sunscreen.

JA: I recognised that a lot of people don't put sunscreen on because of the whitening effect and white cast they get
from it. So, I made sunscreen that wasn’t white, and that pigment naturally had UV protecting qualities. I also
created a self-tanner that mimics real melanin. In the future, not only could all beauty ingredients be derived from
natural oils and waxes, but could also be from fungal ingredients. The packaging could be produced from
mycelium, and fungi pigments could be used to colour the packaging, and the ink for the text. I imagine it as
entirely synthetic-free.

‘ Jesse offers a brilliant opportunity for a brand to properly fund, search, test and
make change for the future of beauty in a meaningful way ’
— Kate Marlow, creative partner, Here Design

What’s next for the Beautility project?

KM: This summer, we're looking at liberation through two consecutive projects. One is working with the Design
Against Crime Research Centre and a group of prisoners in a youth male prison. We’re also look at desistance
and how working towards specific types of design, writing and strategy can help to better rehabilitate men who have
been in prison back into society. We always follow the seasons, so we’ll look at newness again next spring.
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Strategic opportunities

The beauty industry undoubtedly lacks innovation due to red tape and other
corporate restrictions. It should, however, consider investing in accredited
experts to conduct proper funding, research and testing to drive the sector
forward. Consider The Unseen’s partnership with Schwarzkopf as an example

The narrative around clean beauty has long been about protecting the user from
ingredients that are considered harmful to human health, and as a result has
dismissed planetary health. Now, brands must incorporate a 360-degree approach
that considers the environment, resource needs and planetary prosperity

Further reading

Synchronised Care Beauty's next-gen ingredient

How fungi will colour the future of cosmetics
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